Greetings to all of our SS in Turkey,

About the original topic and what has been ongoing:

The www.spirituelsatanizm.org website is officially now under Joy of Satan. This includes the domain and the back end servers. People appointed will be managing these. The servers are now outside of Turkey for extra safety and privacy for anyone accessing.

We also made some security assessments on the site because someone did manage to hack in before, so that this wouldn't happen again.

Anyway, in the meantime, the site will be working normally and without any of these issues.

Previous owners no longer own anything from the platform, or site. We have to say that they have been helpful in the end and despite of anything, which shows care about the Gods. But this does not really wipe other mistakes, it only means things didn't get worse. Therefore as it turns out none of the people who controlled the site previously are going to be control any aspect of the site now.

In a sense whatever people knew of that past they must forget it, because everything will now work differently and more efficiently with less focus on nonsense and 100% focus on productivity for JoS Turkey members.

Now, we will appoint a few people as translators, who will have a translator group that will translate the JoS writings. In the next couple of days, we will send credentials to these brothers and sisters so they can get in and have the ability to translate.

There will be no more discords or whatever was part of the unofficial group before. No more strange nonsense will take place in the communication platforms and the intention is to keep learning at a maximum and drama at a minimum. Those who want to engage solely in pointless drama must look elsewhere.

Apparently after this incident it became really aware that in Turkey, LARPers "Satanists", or other even stranger jewish agencies are having a literal party. These generally lurk into discord and other swamps where all sorts of nonsense is taking place. In a sense the translators and creators of this site were doing what "everyone else" was doing from these communities. But that's not a good way for things to work and produces nothing of substance.
We also advise that people do not in anyway engage in "personal meetings" in Turkey. The environment seems extremely unsafe. You can never know who you are truly meeting with.

That nonsense is to be abandoned entirely. The forums here will be active 24/7 for people to participate in a safe and productive environment. Only these here are the official Joy of Satan Turkey forums.

We will inform on this thread on the translators. There will also be another Turkish moderator. In regards to the issue of who this is going to be, that is not a vote of popularity. Your moderator won't be a god to your community, just a moderator who will moderate posts on the forum and not much else. If people don't perform properly on this very simple task, they will be changed with someone else.

Be aware also that all moderation activities can be seen from us so if anything goes bad, just feel free to inform us about it. Abusing people in a nonsense way won't be tolerated. Although I think most people wouldn't behave like the previous owners of the "Discord" community. The same goes for the main website. People won't be alone and at the mercy of random people anymore like in these "Discords".

All of this is to ensure the fastest growth and best quality for the future of Turkish Brothers and Sisters. We will also advance our SEO efforts with some established members from Turkey so that the site keeps expanding inside Turkey.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666